
from 
inspiration TO 

ACTION

LET’S FIGHT AGAINST 
COVID-19!



From inspiration
It has drastically changed our usual way of life.  We didn’t expect it to happen.

It inspired us to ACT!











To Action

-current actions in our countries so as to remain safe

-together, let’s write and illustrate actions to remain strong during the health crisis



Current actions to remain 
safe 



In France



In France
A CINQUAIN POEM BY ZIYAD :

COVID

UNWELL, ANNOYING

COUGHING, STRESSING, IRRITATING

COVID STOP BOTHERING US !

VIRUS

A cinquain poem by Apolline

COVID
Dangerous, tired
Breathing, killing, boring
We are afraid, we are angry
Lockdown

A cinquain poem by Aurore

COVID
Deadly, unsafe
Annoying, lasting, being sick
Makes people anxious
Imprisonment

A cinquain poem by Noah
Covid

Harmful, Dangerous
Killing, Coughing, Hurting

I’m sick of it, it needs to stop.
Disease

A cinquain poem by Yassine

COVID
Sick, ill
Hiding, spreading, killing
Brings a lot of fear
Virus



In France

Covid

Fatal, unsafe

Killing, Dying, Infecting

The pandemic is spreading

Virus

Cough or sneeze in your elbow

Often wash your hands

Ventilation can be provided 
through open windows

I and my friends say hello 
without shaking hands!

Don't go out without a mask!

Call your relatives - you should stay 
connected with your loved ones.

Observe the death toll : increasing? 
decreasing?

Virtual class is to encourage

It's forbidden to go out without a mask

Doors and windows should be opened for a 
good ventilation



In Spain



In Spain



In Spain

Click here to know 
more about Coronavirus!

https://view.genial.ly/5f819bf24977856eccca2267/interactive-image-poster-covid-19
https://view.genial.ly/5f819bf24977856eccca2267/interactive-image-poster-covid-19


A new scenario

In Italy
RHYMING TIPS

The COVID-19 pandemic has revealed 
that things can, and must, change. It 
has given us hope, hope that a better 
world is possible. That we can have 
blue skies, clean air, healthy food, 
equitable societies, and happier lives. 
That we can live with less flying and 
less driving, and mobilise in new ways 
to uplift our society in times of need. 
Together, we can reach and step into 
that new world; build back better with 
it, and love it even more.

Against Covid pandemic  
scientists around the world are 
reinforcing the importance of 
wearing face masks to prevent 
the transmission of the virus. 
But the massive use of  face 
masks means  a massive 
increase of disposable 
waste—much of it made from 
plastic.So,which is the 
challenge? Easy:choose a 
reusable mask  to protect 
people and the planet. Wearing 
a reusable mask, which can be 
made at home it is actually a 
positive ACTION you can take 
for yourself, for others, and 
for the environment. 

ACTION



In Ukraine What do you need to know?



In Ukraine



In Ukraine



What to do to remain strong
(advice) 



advice given by 
France/illustrated by 

Spain
In order to remain strong, 

don’t stay alone! You can talk by 
phoning and by using social 

network.  



advice given by 
Spain/illustrated by Italy

Don´t be scared, but respect! 
Fear will make you weak!



advice given by 
Italy/illustrated by Ukraine

Take care of yourself,  reduce all sources of 

stress.

 Dedicate time to activities that improve your 

mood. That can be listening to music, a film, a 

good book, a hobby .That  will help you stay 

healthy and calm.



advice given by 
Ukraine/illustrated by 

France
Exercise and Stay Active

Being active activates hormones that boost your 
immune system, can help with relaxation and even 

improve sleep. 

Find ways to be active, either outdoors while 
practicing social distancing or in your home:  
go on a hike, take on online yoga class, walk 
your dog, jog outside in uncrowded areas, or 
try a YouTube exercise class. By Aïcha, a French pupil



advice given by 
Ukraine/illustrated by 

Italy

Find ways to be kind! Practise 
gratitude, support others!


